LAS POSITAS COLLEGE CURRICULUM CHANGES
Approved Spring 2020 for Fall 2020, Spring & Fall 2021

New Credit Program: Effective Fall 2021
Social Justice Studies: LGBTQ Studies AA-T

New Noncredit Program: Effective Fall 2021
Basic Research Skills Certificate of Completion
Programs Modification: Effective Fall 2021

Fire Service Technology AS
Supervisory Management Certificate of Achievement
Administrative Program Revision: Effective Fall 2021
Economics AA-T

New Credit Courses:

**ECE 80B:** CA Preschool Foundations: Social and Emotional (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80C:** CA Preschool Foundations: Language and Literacy (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80D:** CA Preschool Foundations: English Language Development (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80E:** CA Preschool Foundations: History/Social Science (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80F:** CA Preschool Foundations: Math (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80G:** CA Preschool Foundations: Science (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80H:** CA Preschool Foundations: Visual Arts (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80I:** CA Preschool Foundations: Physical Development (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**ECE 80J:** CA Preschool Foundations: Performing Arts (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

**LGBT 1:** Introduction to LGBTQ Studies (3 Units, 3 Units Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)

**LGBT 2:** Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Psychology (3 Units, 3 Units Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)

New Noncredit Courses:
NLIB 201: Getting Started with Research (3 Hours, 3 Hours Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)
NLIB 202: Gathering Information (3 Hours, 3 Hours Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)
NLIB 203: Evaluating Information (3 Hours, 3 Hours Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)
NLIB 204: Using Information (3 Hours, 3 Hours Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)

Revised Credit Courses:

BUSN 61: Quickbooks Accounting (2 Units, 1 Unit Lecture, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

CIS 9002: Introduction to Database Management (3 Unit, 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Units Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

ECE 10: Introduction to Education (4 Units, 3 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Fall 2021)

KIN FJW1: Fitness Jog Walk 1 (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

KIN FJW2: Fitness Jog Walk 2 (1 Unit, 1 Unit Lab, Start Date: Spring 2021)

KIN LG: Lifeguarding (1.5 Units, 1.5 Units Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)

PSYC 10: Psychology of Human Sexuality (3 Units, 3 Units Lecture, Start Date: Fall 2021)

Transfer Pathways (new/revised):

ARTS 3A: Figure and Composition I- AA/AS GE: Humanities

ARTS 4A: Introduction to Ceramics- AA/AS GE: Humanities

ARTS 7A: Introduction to Watercolor Painting- AA/AS GE: Humanities

ARTS 12A: Oil/Acrylic Painting- AA/AS GE: Humanities

MUS 8A: Music Theory and Musicianship 1- AA/AS GE: Humanities

MUS 8B: Music Theory and Musicianship 2- AA/AS GE: Humanities

LGBT 1: Introduction to LGBTQ Studies- AA/AS: Social and Behavioral Sciences, CSU T

LGBT 2: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Psychology- AA/AS: Social and Behavioral Sciences, CSU T

Requisites (new/revised):

BUSN 61: Quickbooks Accounting- Strongly Recommended: BUSN 51 with a minimum grade of C, BUSN 1A with a minimum grade of C.

CIS 9002: Introduction to Database Management- Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C.

KIN FJW2: Fitness Jog Walk 2- Strongly Recommended: KIN FJW1 with a minimum grade of C.
**KIN LG: Lifeguarding** - Strongly Recommended: KIN SW3 with a minimum grade of C.

**NLIB 202: Gathering Information** - Strongly Recommended: NLIB 201.


**NLIB 204: Using Information** - Strongly Recommended: NLIB 201, NLIB 202, NLIB 203.

**Discipline Placements (New/ Revised):**

**BUSN 61: Quickbooks Accounting** - Business or Accounting

**ECE 80B: CA Preschool Foundations: Social and Emotional** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80C: CA Preschool Foundations: Language and Literacy** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80D: CA Preschool Foundations: English Language Development** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80E: CA Preschool Foundations: History/Social Science** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80F: CA Preschool Foundations: Math** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80G: CA Preschool Foundations: Science** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80H: CA Preschool Foundations: Visual Arts** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80I: CA Preschool Foundations: Physical Development** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**ECE 80J: CA Preschool Foundations: Performing Arts** - Child Development/Early Childhood Education

**KIN LG: Lifeguarding** - Kinesiology

**LGBT 1: Introduction to LGBTQ Studies** - Psychology or Sociology or Women’s Studies

**LGBT 2: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Psychology** - Psychology

**NLIB 201: Getting Started with Research** - Library Science

**NLIB 202: Gathering Information** - Library Science

**NLIB 203: Evaluating Information** - Library Science

**NLIB 204: Using Information** - Library Science

**Distance Education:**

**ECE 80B: CA Preschool Foundations: Social and Emotional**

**ECE 80C: CA Preschool Foundations: Language and Literacy**
ECE 80D: CA Preschool Foundations: English Language Development
ECE 80E: CA Preschool Foundations: History/Social Science
ECE 80F: CA Preschool Foundations: Math
ECE 80G: CA Preschool Foundations: Science
ECE 80H: CA Preschool Foundations: Visual Arts
ECE 80I: CA Preschool Foundations: Physical Development
ECE 80J: CA Preschool Foundations: Performing Arts
KIN LG: Lifeguarding
LGBT 1: Introduction to LGBTQ Studies
LGBT 2: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Psychology
PSYC 10: Psychology of Human Sexuality
Course Deactivations: Effective Fall 2020
MATH 51: Algebra Bridge
MATH 55A: Intermediate Algebra for STEM A
MATH 55B: Intermediate Algebra for STEM B
MATH 55E: Intermediate Algebra A Corequisite Support
MATH 55F: Intermediate Algebra B Corequisite Support
MATH 107A: Pre-Algebra A
MATH 107B: Pre-Algebra B
MATH 107E: Pre-Algebra A Co-requisite Support
MATH 107F: Pre-Algebra B Co-requisite Support
MATH 110A: Elementary Algebra A
MATH 110B: Elementary Algebra B
MATH 110E: Elementary Algebra A Corequisite Support
MATH 110F: Elementary Algebra B Corequisite Support
Department Name & Descriptor Change: Effective Fall 2021
Mass Communication (MSCM) → Journalism and Media Studies (JAMS)
Corrections:
Course Title & Numbering: ECE 37: Preschool Foundations Health updated to ECE 80A: CA Preschool Foundations: Health